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in asia there are more than 48 countries and 40 of these countries use spotify

services and their citizens can buy spotify accounts still there are only a few

countries in asia where spotify isn t available 

those are how to get free spotify premium accounts list 2024 these methods are

simple quick easy and safe however you need to keep in mind that some features

are probably not available for this modified application for instance you may not

get high quality sound of music since the feature is based on server furthermore

the chance is you cannot download any music as well as listen to them offline 

brinksley is a content writer for super easy as an online shopping addict she

enjoys discovering deals and coupons to save money and sharing them with more

readers she is also obsessed with reading traveling and music and has a particular
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passion for technology and digital marketing 

tidal has two individual plans hifi and hifi plus and the prices in the usa are 9 99

and 19 99 usd respectively additionally tidal users can buy a family plan up to five

people can use it in the united state for 14 99 usd per month and students in the

usa can use hifi 5 usd per month and hifi plus 10 usd per month plans by 50

percent discount 

by using this feature you can chromecast your music onto your tv simply click on

the button on the bottom and then select chromecast and then the tv option your

music playing on your spotify app will instantly play on your tv 
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